Most of the evidence used in the reconstruction of early Chinese is derived from data that is fundamentally textual in nature, supplemented by extrapolation from non-Chinese languages. Relatively little evidence comes directly from modern forms of Chinese. This is especially true in the study of early morphology. This paper proposes some principles for evaluating dialect evidence for early Chinese morphology. It is observed that although morphology is found in many modern dialects in various productive forms, these forms appear to be local and should not be pushed back into our reconstruction of the early language. The best attested form of classical morphology, what has been called derivation by tone change (sisheng bieyi), is supported primarily by texual evidence rather than productive modern examples; it appears to have been lexicalized from an early time, and its place within early Chinese cannot be said to be supported by dialect evidence.
INTRODUCTION THIS PAPER CONSIDERS some modern dialect data that is
1 I use the term "early Chinese" to refer to what is also called "Old Chinese" or "Archaic Chinese," because those terms seem to suggest a clearly defined linguistic entity. In fact, early Chinese is imprecisely defined, and is reconstructed using materials of greatly varying dates. sion" (Taylor 1995). That distinction may, however, be somewhat artificial in languages not of Greco-Roman origin. While these processes, especially inflection, are not usually considered present in Chinese on any large scale, a number of morphological functions have been posited for early Chinese and incorporated into reconstructions. Serious work was pioneered by French-trained sinologists, above all Henri Maspero (1883 Maspero ( -1945 ). An early attempt, and the one perhaps best known to the greater linguistic world, is the ablaut case-system that Bernhard Karlgren proposed for early Chinese personal pronouns (1920), although that hypothesis was decisively demolished on philological grounds by George Kennedy (1956). Laurent Sagart's innovative Roots of Old Chinese (1999) is a recent effort to assemble evidence for the larger question of early morphology, and I shall examine here the two of Sagart's proposals that I consider the best supported.
In another paper (Branner 1998 ) I have attempted to document the different backgrounds of the Western and native Chinese approaches to the evidence for early morphology. Premodern Chinese scholars, of course, histori-706 cally treated nearly all grammatical issues within the restrictively lexicographic model inherited from the Han scholia. A number of early Manchu-period scholars took this model to an extreme degree, which I have termed "purist." The Western treatment of early Chinese, in contrast, seems from earlier times to have viewed the absence of an obvious derivational system as a kind of defect, to be remedied by the reconstruction of "lost" morphology. The "purist" and "reconstructionist" models are treated in detail in my 1998 paper, but I shall have a few words to say about them at the end of this one.
The reconstruction of early Chinese has depended most heavily on coordinating medieval phonology with early rhyming and xiesheng JI character structure. Although a certain number of reconstructed early Chinese features find support in the most conservative modern dialects, dialect evidence has been no more than a peripheral element in the study of early Chinese. In the case of early Chinese morphology, however, the usual sources can contribute very little, and scholars tend to turn for support to Tibeto-Burman languages and their reconstructed ancestor, proto-Tibeto-Burman. Reconstructed proto-Tibeto-Burman is not thought to be Chinese, however, nor any form of Chinese; it is a sister language to early Chinese, believed by its proponents to share a common ancestor with Chinese. For this reason, morphology in reconstructed Tibeto-Burman might be projected backwards into proto-Sino-Tibetan, but it makes relatively weak evidence for morphology in early Chinese itself. Even when comparable phonetic tokens can be identified in early Chinese, there is a methodological problem in interpreting them by way of Tibeto-Burman, moving as it were first backward to the putative ancestor and then forward into early Chinese. Much stronger would be native morphology in established forms of Chinese. It is with such internal Chinese evidence that this paper is concerned.
For the purposes of discussion here I introduce the concept of "Common Chinese," meaning a notional metasystem comprising all modern varieties of Chinese (also Branner 2000: 160-66). True morphology, if it did once exist, is no longer productive in Common Chinese. That is, productive examples of morphology may easily be identified in many individual varieties of Chinese, but no such system has been found in a wide variety of dialects, nor does any appear relatable to a single, ancestral system. It is simplest to view them as having arisen independently or preserving older systems that were always regional. Examples that can be related to mainstream Classical evidence, on the other hand, are vanishingly rare. For instance, diminution and nominalization in many varieties of Northern Chinese are accomplished by rhotacization: plain form: hua t 'to paint'; "painting" as a bound form nominalized: hucir e q 'painting' plain form: mei qi i/. 'to be winded, out of breath' diminuted: mei qir .Aq 'to have died, passed one's last breath'2
No phonologically comparable diminutive process is found in Classical evidence or reported for the other major dialect groups, so diminution and nominalization by rhotacization cannot be assigned to "Common Chinese" as I have defined it, only to the Northern group.3 Morphology in early Chinese is studied using three principal kinds of data. They are essentially different, though scholars agree that they should be seen as ultimately interdependent: A) internal evidence from the written phonological tradition; B) comparisons with TibetoBurman morphology; C) evidence internal to spoken Chinese languages, if possible apart from influence by the written phonological tradition, that is, lower diglossic registers or styles of Chinese.4
The best-known Classical example of morphology belongs to both types A and B, but not C-the derivation by tone change treated by Zhou Ziim6 MJ. ;H (1966[1946] In this paper I am chiefly concerned with evidence belonging to category C, which seems to me the most neglected and most difficult to find of the three types. A morphological system that remains productive today and is not restricted to a single, cohesive dialect group would be powerful evidence of its presence in the early language.
Few clear examples of the modern survival of early Chinese morphology have been described in print until recently. (Of course, material of this kind has scarcely been a prominent target of field research in Chinese before now, so other cases may simply be waiting to be noticed.) One example was proposed by Edwin Pulleyblank in his article on word families: he proposed relating the Mnm r contrast between aspirated and unaspirated obstruent initials in lower register tones to the Tibetan 'a-chung or "voiced h" prefix (1973: 114 Among the many features proposed by Laurent Sagart, two meet this criterion. As it happens, each of them appears in the Mln and Jin 'm dialect groups. These two groups are remote from each other in geography and typology, and so fulfill the requirement of a genetic interpretation (even though Sagart is a proponent of cladistics, which in principle views shared innovations rather than shared relics as the basis of classification). Because Jin and Min are at opposite ends (north and south) of the Chinese linguistic area, we can believe that they represent the shell of an older spoken language replaced in the intervening areas by a more newly formed and less conservative kind of Chinese.
It is the purpose of this paper to consider other dialect evidence pertaining to these two relics. The first is a reconstructed prefix *k-assigned a number of functions Plainly, the late premodern native tradition has not considered these /kal/ forms related. Rather, it is characteristic of Western reconstructionism to do so.
Diversity of the Dialect Evidence
In the great majority of attested cases, Amoy /kal/ precedes a dental initial (including semi-vowel i); it rarely precedes a labial or velar-laryngeal initial. So it may represent the relic not simply of *k-but of an old dimidiated initial cluster such as *kt-> *kdt-. Surely relevant is the fact that that L6ngyan #MSi, a Minnan dialect related to Amoy, has the short syllable /kat8/ for similar forms, in which the second syllable is in all cases dental:9 /kat8 tsua4/'cockroach'; /kat8 tsau3/'flea'; /kat8 ni17+a/'parrot'; /kat8 in17 +a/ 'kind of predatory bird that eats chickens using /khal/ for these words generally etymologize the morpheme as the common Minndn word for "foot." But L6ngyan /khat-/ for "person's behind" recalls the several forms with /kat-/ in that dialect (cf. also "to cough," discussed above). There are probably other inconsistencies waiting to be discovered; in Ilan, a Taiwanese There is a coverb /ka6/ introducing direct objects, as in Table 5 . It is similar in usage to Mandarin baH E, although some of its functions differ. Notably, as with the coverbs yi jI and yui I in Classical Chinese and bei 7 in Mandarin, the direct object can be dropped in some cases. In the Taiwanese example given in Table 6, I am also not convinced that the intensive function that Sagart has assigned to his infixed -r-is descriptively adequate. The data I have supplied really seem to encompass the senses "disagreeable" or "disorderly," which Sagart has not identified. But I think there is a likeness between the durative -iterative sense found in much of Sagart's data and the sense of "disorder" in my examples (e.g., "row" > "disorderly row"), and there is certainly a simple connection between "disorder" and pejorative sense.
The semantic shifts exhibited in the present data do not seem to me precise enough to be called grammatical. The overall process is widespread geographically, although within each dialect where it is found it seems to be limited to a very small part of the lexicon, even when it is productive. It encompasses verbs, nouns, and adjectives, which shows that it is not limited to ordinary Chinese grammatical categories, and it involves a change in meaning that varies a great deal between specific examples. None of these facts definitively rules out considering the process morphological in origin, but I assert that it is better to call it a form of sound-symbolism, because of the variety of its manifestations and the hazy quality of the semantic shifts involved.
In sum, although I am not convinced this feature is actually a survival of ancient morphology-it may merely be a kind of sound-symbolism that happens to be common areally-nevertheless it would seem to be evidence of a process found in enough diverse varieties to be considered a feature of Common Chinese. {-k} ending as "a distributive suffix" and simply lists the four particles as a class, adding the rare particle shi f {dzyek} as a fifth member (2000: 41-42). Now, it may well be that shui, ge, hub, mo, and shi all have final {k} because final {k} is a distributive suffix. There are, to be sure, a hundred or more common Classical words ending in {k} and they do not all exhibit distributive function. But, lacking the evidence for a large-scale paradigm, any modern linguist will seek to construct a small-scale model exactly as Pulleyblank has, by generalizing from a small set of similar examples as a first start and hoping it will lead somewhere. Linguists of ancient India and the Mediterranean also attempted to make large-scale generalizations. Varro even occasionally reconstructed protoforms to account for anomalies in his paradigms.
But we find such generalization, large or small, nowhere in the received corpus of ancient Chinese scholia. I conclude that whatever morphology we are reconstructing for early Chinese had ceased to function in the mainstream of the language by the time of the texts representing that language.
In other words, I am proposing that this is a matter of diglossia-of high and low registers coexisting in spoken language. China, with its milliennia-long written tradition, must have known a close relationship between the high spoken register and the written language for much of that time. It would be alone among known literate cultures there had been no such relationship.
The real answer to the problem of polysyllabicity and the characters is that the "high" diglossic style has long involved monosyllabic character-readings, while much more diverse forms have existed in regional speech. It is hard to read Yang Xi6ng's 1tfi Fangyan jt, for instance, without being struck by the sundry disyllabic forms that correspond to monosyllables in familiar written form. Virtually all of the evidence in the present paper is of the "low" diglossic variety, and I believe that the nature of the words involved points to low varieties in the early period, as well.
In sum, Common Chinese morphology, although we now begin to see evidence that it is solidly attested, must reflect realities of some diglossically low form of Chinese either older than or separate from the late Warring States and Han written corpora. Its application in the reconstruction of the high register of early Chinese may, after all, be out of place.
